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A B S T R A C T

A paleostress analysis using normal fault slip data and Jurassic dike trends has been conducted in the Quebec and
New England Appalachians. Stress tensor analysis of fault slip by a numerical inversion method has distinguished
homogeneous and directionally consistent E-W- and NW-SE-oriented extensional stress regimes in the Quebec Ap-
palachians and St. Lawrence Lowlands. The directions of extension compare well with the mean direction of exten-
sional stress inferred from the Jurassic dolerite dike trend in New England. Both extensions are interpreted as the
result of rift-related stress associated with the separation of North America and Africa, early in the Late Triassic–
Early Jurassic fragmentation of Pangea. The paleostress field configuration is assumed to be related to the direction
of divergent plate motion. The N-S and NE-SW Late Proterozoic faults that bordered the Quebec Reentrant and
Taconian-Acadian structures of the Quebec Appalachians appear to have played a significant role in the distribution
of later stress regimes in the upper part of the lithosphere. The NNE-SSW-trending regional and mesoscopic normal
faults in southern Quebec are interpreted as linked to the formation of Mesozoic rift basins in Massachusetts and
Connecticut and synchronous with Early and Middle Jurassic dike emplacement in the Quebec and New England
Appalachians.

Introduction

Structural and sedimentological features related to
the opening of the North Atlantic Ocean are well
recorded along the east coast of maritime Canada
and the United States. Seismic and marine geology
and oil exploration and deep-sea drilling projects
have provided essential information concerning the
development and evolution of continental crust
fragmentation processes that led to the formation
of this major ocean. Sedimentary basins and normal
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faults related to Late Triassic–Jurassic extension are
well-documented offshore. On land however, ex-
tensional features are limited to the margin of the
northeastern edge of North America (fig. 1). In the
Quebec Appalachians, Jurassic extension is re-
corded by dikes intruded at distances as great as
300 km west of the continental edge (fig. 1), but no
other type of structures have been clearly assigned
to this continental extension.

In this article, we address the problem of Atlan-
tic-type rifting through an extensive paleostress
analysis of normal faults that are chronologically
and mechanically consistent with opening of the
North Atlantic Ocean. In the Quebec Appala-
chians, the presence of such brittle faults and dikes
implies that a widespread intraplate deformation
occurred in Jurassic time, and these faults and dikes
record deformational processes that are otherwise
difficult to document. Our results are compared
with extension directions deduced from the ge-
ometry of rift basins and dike swarms in north-
eastern North America and with paleostress anal-
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Figure 1. Distribution of Late Triassic–Jurassic plutons, dikes, rift-basins, and faults in the northern Appalachians
and adjacent regions (symbols on faults indicate dip directions). Precambrian faults reactivated as normal faults in
the Mesozoic. Island dikes, dike, dike, basin,AID p Anticosti AD p Avalon CD p Caraquet FB p Fundy HB p

basin, Island dike, Champlain–Hudson River valleys, égantic dike;Hartford HID p Hog LCHV p Lake MD p M
River Fault, and Varty Lake dikes, sills, dike,MRF p Metawee PVD p Picton PS p Palisade SD p Shelburne

Lawrence River valley, and Mountain Magma Series.SLRV p St. WMMS p White

yses conducted elsewhere in the northern
Appalachians.

Regional Geology

The Quebec Appalachians consist of three princi-
pal lithotectonic assemblages: Cambro-Ordovician

rocks outcropping in the St. Lawrence Lowlands
and the Humber and Dunnage zones (St-Julien and
Hubert 1975; Williams 1979), Upper Ordovician to
Devonian rocks of the Gaspé Belt (Bourque et al.
1995), and Carboniferous cover rocks of the Mari-
time Basin (Bradley 1982). In the northern Appa-
lachians (fig. 1), the present-day location of the
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Quebec Reentrant and the New York and St.
Lawrence promontories is interpreted as an inher-
ited geometry of the western margin of early Pa-
leozoic Iapetus Ocean (Thomas 1977; Stockmal et
al. 1987). In late Precambrian time, rift-related nor-
mal faults trending approximately N-S and NE-SW
developed along the Laurentian craton, parallel to
the Lake Champlain–Hudson River valleys and to
the St. Lawrence River valley, respectively. Since
that time, these deep-seated structures have played
a major role in the tectonic evolution of the Ap-
palachian Belt. Some of these normal faults were
reactivated as thrust faults in southern Quebec or
as strike-slip faults in Gaspé and are suggested to
have served as planes of weakness for the devel-
opment of major structures related to the Middle-
Late Ordovician Taconian (St-Julien et al. 1983;
Spencer et al. 1989; Hayman and Kidd 2002; Sé-
journé et al. 2003) and/or the Middle Devonian Aca-
dian orogenies (Malo and Bourque 1993). After the
Acadian Orogeny, the Quebec Appalachians expe-
rienced intraplate brittle deformation related to the
Laurentia-Gondwana collision (Faure et al. 1996a;
Jutras et al. 2003a) during the Alleghanian Orogeny
(Early Permian), the youngest tectonic pulse of the
Appalachian Orogeny (Williams and Hatcher 1983).

In Mesozoic time, the Appalachian Belt was sub-
jected to an extensional stress regime associated
with the Late Triassic–Early Jurassic breakup of
Pangea and related tectonism and magmatism
(McHone et al. 1987; Manspeizer et al. 1989). The
existence of -Ma dikes on Anticosti Island178 � 8
(Wanless and Stevens 1971) and of a -195.5 � 1.4
Ma dike in southern Quebec (Roddick et al. 1992)
is the only direct evidence for Jurassic extension in
the Quebec Appalachians. The Early-Middle Juras-
sic White Mountain Magma Series (WMMS) in
New Hampshire forms a group of alkaline, intra-
plate, and nonorogenic plutons that outline an
elongated N-S pattern parallel to the Lake Cham-
plain–Hudson River valleys (fig.1; Manspeizer et al.
1989). Cretaceous magmatism belonging to the
New England–Quebec Igneous Province occurred
in southern Quebec (Monteregian plutons) as well
as in Vermont and Maine (dikes), and it represents
the youngest tectonomagmatic event (McHone
1978; Foland et al. 1986). At present, the St.
Lawrence River and Champlain Lake–Hudson
River valleys are among the most seismically active
regions in northeastern North America, where neo-
tectonism occurs (Oliver et al. 1970; Barosh 1986;
Hasegawa 1991; Lamontagne et al. 2003).

Paleostress Tensor Analysis

To determine the paleostress orientations of minor
fault slip data, the numerical inversion method de-
veloped by Angelier (1984, 1989, 1994) was used.
Shear sense indicators on minor brittle faults were
established based on criteria suggested by Hancock
(1985) and Petit (1987). The principle behind this
method was first proposed by Carey and Brunier
(1974) and was based on the assumptions of Wallace
(1951) and Bott (1959) that the direction and sense
of shear stress along a fault correspond to a single
common stress tensor. The results are expressed in
terms of reduced stress tensors that give the atti-
tude of the maximum (j1), intermediate (j2), and
minimum (j3) compressional stress axes (j1 1

, with pressure considered positive) and inj2 1 j3
terms of the F ratio ( ), whichF p [j2 � j3]/[j1 � j3]
quantifies the variation in principal stress magni-
tudes. The latter ratio varies from 0 ( ) to 1j2 p j3
( ), which corresponds to prolate (cigar-j1 p j2
shaped) and oblate (pie-shaped) stress ellipsoids, re-
spectively. The average angle of the largest possible
values of computed shear allows determination of
the quality of the results for each data set, and the
consistency of each fault slip datum with the mean
stress tensor is checked using individual misfit. For
a discussion of the calculation methods and their
accuracy, see Etchecopar et al. (1981), Angelier
(1984, 1989, 1990, 1994), Guiraud et al. (1989), Du-
pin et al. (1993), Gapais et al. (2000), and Yamaji
(2003).

In most cases, fault populations at single obser-
vation sites correspond to a number of distinct
stress regimes. Reliable determination of paleo-
stress regimes frequently requires the separation of
fault slip data into subsets that can be attributed
to distinct tectonic events. The recognition of poly-
phase faulting is supported by crosscutting rela-
tionships between different generations of struc-
tures (faults, veins, folds, and dikes) and by
superimposed sets of slickenside lineations indi-
cating successive slips on fault planes. Polyphase
tectonism commonly results in apparently large
misfits. In sites where such inhomogeneous data
sets are found, computed separations of stress ten-
sors and related subsets of fault slip data were per-
formed following a procedure proposed by Angelier
and Manoussis (1980) and discussed by Angelier
(1984).

Qualitative determination of j3 axes from dike
trends yields complementary information for char-
acterizing the paleostress directions. Extensional
axes deduced from faults and dikes were compiled
to reconstruct a paleostress map. Smoothed j3
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Figure 2. A, Complex neoformed normal fault in Ordovician limestones of the St. Lawrence Lowlands with B,
kinematic interpretation (site 49 in fig. 3; Saint-Isidore Station). Faults are marked by black lines, and bedding is
marked by thin gray lines. C, Site 58 is an example in which a fault in Middle Devonian conglomerates acted first
as a strike-slip fault (line 1) during the Alleghanian compression but was reactivated as a normal fault (line 2) during
the NW-SE extension. D, Site 128 is an example where a normal slip fault (line 1) associated to the NW-SE extension
has been reactivated as a strike-slip fault (line 2) during Late Cretaceous–Early Tertiary ENE-WSW directed com-
pression (Faure et al. 1996b).

stress trajectories were then determined using a
computed distance-weighting method that takes
into account the effect of local stress deviations of
the regional stress field (Lee and Angelier 1994).

Description of Faults and Paleostress Reconstruc-
tion. We distinguish two categories of brittle
faults: neoformed and inherited. Neoformed faults
did not exist before the tectonic event. They usu-
ally offset the most competent lithologies. Fault
slip data sets of this category are geometrically
simple, with conjugated planes and coaxial inter-
sections. However, normal faulting in the St.
Lawrence Lowlands may present a more complex
geometry (fig. 2A, 2B). Neoformed faults are filled

with milky quartz (in sandstones) or carbonate
minerals (in limestones), with minor amounts of
chlorite and/or white mica. Fault planes commonly
are thin and planar and show well-developed slick-
enside fibers and accretion steps. Inherited faults
refer to reactivated planes of weakness, such as pre-
existing faults, veins, joints, or cleavages. They are
the dominant category of faults in the Quebec Ap-
palachians. Such faults commonly exhibit irregular
surfaces and are sealed by quartz, calcite, iron car-
bonates, phyllosilicates, and oxide minerals. Cross-
cutting or overprinting relationships between dif-
ferent generations of striae on single fault surfaces
are common.
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Figure 3. Calculated j3 paleostress axis orientations with corresponding site numbers in the Quebec Appalachians
and the St. Lawrence Lowlands. Typical fault slip data sets are shown as examples in stereoplots, with the complete
stress axes orientations calculated in three dimensions; fault planes are shown as thin lines, and slickensides are
indicated by black dots with arrows (divergent for normal slip; double arrows for normal-oblique slip). Open squares
are represent vein and joint sets. Taconian and Acadian faults are shown as gray lines. égantic dike,MD p M

Line, Champlain. Paleostress axis with solid arrowheads and stars from Rocher and Trem-ML p Monroe LC p Lake
blay (2001) and Rocher et al. (2003). Normal faults from Clark (1972), Charbonneau (1980), and Colpron (1990).

The inversion of tectonic data through a
computer-based method was applied to striated
normal faults occurring in quarries, road cuts, and
natural outcrops of the Quebec Appalachians and
the St. Lawrence Lowlands (Faure 1995). Site lo-
cations, reference numbers, the direction of j3 axes,
and representative stereoplots are shown in fig. 3.
Table 1 summarizes, for each site, the most im-
portant parameters in these determinations: the
number of striated faults used to compute the stress
tensor, the orientation and dip of principal axes j3
and j1, the F values, and the average angles esti-
mator (Ang.). Most sites are located in southern
Quebec (fig. 3). This geographic distribution is
mainly controlled by the quality and density of out-
crops and ease of road access; it does not reflect the
real extent of faulting. In 30 sites, we reconstruct

31 stress tensors (site 5 has two tensors) that cor-
respond to a coherent and broad regional ESE-WNW
extension. Of the 30 sites, 19 display only one set
of normal faults that are attributed to ESE-WNW
extension. The 11 remaining sites show two or
three subsets of normal faults, corresponding to
two distinct extensional events. One of these
events is correlated with the regional ESE-WNW
extension discussed here, whereas the other is at-
tributed to Cretaceous N-S extensional tectonics
in southern Quebec. The relative chronology of
these two events is discussed below and in more
detail by Faure et al. (1996b). Fault populations are
characterized by conjugate sets of normal faults
forming horst and graben structures. At several
sites, a network of subvertical extensional veins
and joints is found in close association with normal
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Table 1. Results of Paleostress Determinations Using Fault Slip Data Sets in the Quebec Reentrant

Site No. j3 j1 Ratio F Ang. Lat. (N) Long. (W)

1 7 142 03 036 80 .55 15 46�08� 71�58�
3 7 271 17 084 73 .64 10 46�11� 71�52�
5 21 270 00 180 88 .55 14 45�55� 72�23�
5 8 320 02 204 85 .70 12 45�55� 72�23�
7 5 117 01 020 82 .24 16 45�45� 72�25�
8 5 285 17 164 60 .31 6 45�49� 72�32�
9 28 285 00 020 85 .38 11 45�32� 72�35�
11 5 288 03 097 87 .50 6 45�35� 72�52�
12 5 311 12 099 76 .26 2 45�32� 72�55�
13 14 107 10 232 72 .51 12 45�21� 72�47�
15 6 113 07 358 74 .43 15 45�43� 72�32�
16 19 286 01 022 80 .55 11 45�41� 72�40�
26 5 300 02 039 79 .25 8 45�02� 71�50�
28 4 124 07 228 65 .35 7 45�20� 71�57�
30 4 093 08 323 77 .43 7 45�37� 72�07�
32 6 301 09 175 76 .33 11 45�38� 71�37�
33 4 326 00 057 78 .54 14 45�45� 71�13�
40 4 105 12 240 73 .51 3 45�50� 71�42�
42 5 109 05 259 84 .34 6 45�59� 71�23�
49 10 092 13 310 73 .36 6 45�21� 73�39�
51 8 104 01 352 88 .38 11 45�17� 74�11�
52 4 127 15 298 75 .35 3 45�41� 73�37�
58 5 139 04 275 85 .47 3 46�07� 70�40�
64 4 096 12 216 66 .81 24 49�01� 66�23�
71 4 106 04 004 71 .66 6 48�47� 64�12�
77 11 290 03 190 71 .59 15 48�12� 64�56�
85 6 285 08 044 73 .58 5 48�32� 67�33�
127 11 329 03 079 83 .41 10 46�53� 71�08�
128 7 332 05 076 70 .44 10 46�58� 71�02�
147 5 096 02 207 85 .42 11 48�50� 66�33�
148 5 305 12 090 76 .29 2 45�35� 73�10�

Note. number, of faults per site. The j3 and j1 are azimuth and dip of minimum and maximumSite p site No. p number
compressional stress axes, respectively. Ratio . angles of the largest possible values of com-F p (j2 � j3)/(j1 � j3) Ang. p Average
puted shear.

faulting (fig. 3). Most mesoscopic faults trend NNE-
SSW and dip between 50� and 70� (fig. 4A, 4B). Dips
of reactivated faults are more variable (30�–80�).
Most slickenside lineations are nearly normal dip-
slip, with pitch values varying from 70� to 90� (fig.
4C, 4D), although a few slickensides on E-W trend-
ing faults show shallower dips that indicate a sig-
nificant strike-slip component. In the Gaspé Pen-
insula (fig. 3), numerous mesoscopic normal faults
are parallel to N-S-oriented secondary structures
(i.e., Riedel-type structures) that are related to older
Acadian dextral strike-slip faults (Kirkwood and
Malo 1993; Malo and Bourque 1993).

The orientation of calculated j3 axes at all sites
varies from E-W to NNW-SSE (figs. 3, 4F; table 1).
Most j3 axes are nearly perpendicular to major Ta-
conian and Acadian faults, except at some sites on
the Gaspé Peninsula where j3 axes are oblique or
subparallel to major E-W-trending structures. Most
E-W- to ESE-WNW-oriented j3 axes are found in
the Montreal and Gaspé area, whereas SE-NW-
trending j3 axes are mainly found in southeastern
Quebec (fig. 3). The average plunge dip of j3 axes

is nearly horizontal, varying from 0� to 17�, with a
mean value of 6� (fig. 4F; table 1). Calculated j1
axes are nearly vertical (plunges being generally
steeper than 70�; see fig. 4F, table 1), which is con-
sistent with pure extensional stress regimes. The
F ratios vary between 0.2 and 0.8, with an average
value of 0.46 (table 1). Such F values indicate that
the majority of stress ellipsoids are triaxial (F being
close to 0.5) and that good confidence can thus be
given to the orientation of j1 and j3 stress axes.
Regional j3 trajectories determined from striated
faults are shown on fig. 5 (dashed lines).

Paleostress Determined from Dike Trends. Dike
swarms commonly cover large areas, and their av-
erage trend is almost perpendicular to the least
compressive principal stress direction (j3) at the
time of intrusion (Anderson 1942; Pollard 1987).
The state of stress in the crust is mainly controlled
by lithospheric-scale deformation and/or deep-
seated structures, but in the upper crust, it can be
locally disturbed by preexisting anisotropy (Emer-
man and Marrett 1990). In order to compare the
normal faulting event considered here with the Ju-
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Figure 4. Rose diagrams of striated normal faults and
stereogram of the reconstructed paleostress axis related
to Mesozoic extension in the Quebec Appalachians. A,
Fault trends and B, dips of fault planes; C, slickenside
trends; D, pitches of slickenside lineations; E, trend of
Jurassic dikes in New England and southern Quebec; F,
lower hemisphere equal-area plot of paleostress axes.
Open compressive stress component (j3);squares p least
solid compressive stress compo-squares p maximum
nent (j1).

rassic magmatic event, we have determined the pa-
leostress field using trends of Late Triassic–Jurassic
dikes in New England and southern Quebec, which
are statistically consistent (figs. 4E, 5). Trajectories
of j3 axes deduced from dike orientations suggest
a SE-NW extension and are fairly consistent with
j3 trajectories calculated from our fault slip stress
analysis (fig. 5). The main branch of the N-S-trend-
ing Mégantic dike in southern Quebec is consistent
with the regional E-W extensional stress axes,
whereas the NE-SW branch is more compatible
with a local and adjacent NW-SE extension (fig. 3).
In the WMMS, the clockwise deviation of j3 axes

area may be attributed to a local deviatoric stress
state induced by the plutons themselves or to a NE-
SW oriented fault zone in the basement which
could have controlled the emplacement of dikes
along such trend (fig. 5).

Discussion

Timing of Extension. The age of normal faulting
is difficult to determine precisely in the Quebec
Appalachians because the diagnostic structures oc-
cur in rocks that vary in age from late Cambrian
to early Carboniferous. However, the relative chro-
nology of the faulting can be established from faults
that show crosscutting slickenside lineations. Nor-
mal slip motions are observed on several fault sur-
faces that developed as reverse or strike-slip faults
under earlier compressional stress regimes. At 13
sites specifically, preexisting reverse or strike-slip
faults developed during the Taconian, Acadian, or
Alleghanian Orogenies (Faure et al. 1996a; Faure et
al. 2004) have been reactivated as normal faults.
Site 58 is an example in which a fault developed
in Middle Devonian conglomerates was active first
as a strike-slip fault and was reactivated later as a
normal fault (figs. 2C, 3). The initial movement of
that structure is mechanically consistent with the
N-S compression related to the distal expression of
the Alleghanian Orogeny in the Quebec Appala-
chians (Faure et al. 1996a). The normal movement
is mechanically compatible with the NW-SE ex-
tension, indicating a lower age limit of post–Late
Permian for the extensional event. The upper age
limit of extension is well constrained at site 128,
where a normal slip fault correlated to the NW-SE
extension has been reactivated as a strike-slip fault
(fig. 2D). The late movement on that fault is me-
chanically consistent with the ENE-WSW-directed
compression that occurred in northeastern North
America after the Late Cretaceous–Early Tertiary
(Faure et al. 1996b). The upper age limit for these
normal faults is also defined by the N-S extension
inferred from striated fault planes and the trend of
Cretaceous Monteregian plutons and dike swarms
(fig. 3; McHone 1988; Faure et al. 1996b). The E-
W-trending faults in the Montreal area are attrib-
uted to Cretaceous magmatism and crosscut the
N-S-trending normal faults of the St. Lawrence
Lowlands (Clark 1972; Rocher et al. 2003). Such
timing correlates with the breakup of Pangea and
the opening of the Atlantic Ocean. The same rel-
ative chronology between the Appalachian com-
pressional brittle faults and the Triassic-Jurassic ex-
tensional brittle faults has been also observed in
the Quebec city area (Rocher and Tremblay 2001).
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Figure 5. Paleostress trajectories of j3 axes constructed
from striated fault slip data (dashed lines) in southern
Quebec and from dike trends (black lines) in New En-
gland. Neoformed or reactivated normal faults of Jurassic
age are shown as gray lines. Possible deep-seated base-
ment faults are shown as heavy dashed lines. Dike trends
from McHone (1984). Other paleostress axes from Hard-
castle (1989) and Hardcastle and Albaugh (1990) are dis-
played as asterisks with solid arrowheads. Mean paleo-
stress axis in the Hartford Basin (square with open
arrows) from de Boer (1992). MountainWMMS p White
Magma Series. Plutons in black belong to the coastal
New England plutonic suite.

Finally, it should be noted that at all sites, the ori-
entation of calculated j1 axes is close to vertical,
while that of j2 and j3 is horizontal (see table 1).
This suggests that the stress tensors have not been
disturbed or rotated by any subsequent tilting and
indirectly supports the late age of extensional de-
formation proposed here.

However, the relative chronology between the E-
W and the NW-SE extensions is not well con-
strained. We observed crosscutting relationships
between the different generations of normal slick-
enside lineations only at site 5, which indicates
that the E-W extension occurred before the SE-NW
extension.

In the Quebec Appalachians, the existence of Ju-
rassic dikes can also be used to constrain the age

of the extensional stress regime that we have doc-
umented with fault slip data. In southern Quebec,
the Mégantic diabase dike cropping out to the
northeast of the Cretaceous Mont Mégantic (figs.
1, 3) yielded an age of Ma (40Ar/39Ar on195.5 � 1.4
biotite; Roddick et al. 1992). The dike is vertical
and is expressed as a prominent N-S magnetic
anomaly of 150 km in length (Geological Survey of
Canada 1985a, 1985b; aeromagnetic maps
C21066G, C21067G) that crosscuts the Acadian
structural trend. The trend of this dike suggests
that its emplacement was controlled either by E-
W-oriented extension or by a deep-seated N-S-
trending weakness zone.

Two -Ma quartz-tholeiite dikes crop out178 � 8
on Anticosti Island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (fig.
1; Wanless and Stevens 1971; Bédard 1992). These
dikes strike parallel to a NW-SE-oriented set of
post-Taconian normal faults (Petryk 1981; Bertrand
1987). In southern Ontario, two dikes trending ESE-
WNW (labeled PVD in fig. 1) yielded ages of 170
and 173 Ma (K-Ar on phlogopite; Barnett et al.
1984). Their emplacement has been attributed to
reactivated Proterozoic basement faults (Barnett et
al. 1984). In central New England, plutons belong-
ing to the WMMS (figs. 1, 5) yielded radiometric
ages ranging from 200 to 155 Ma (Foland and Faul
1977). Their broad trend is NNW-SSE, parallel to
the Champlain Lake–Hudson River and Connect-
icut River valleys and along strike with Devonian
and Cretaceous plutons to the north, thus empha-
sizing the hypothesis of a genetic link between plu-
ton emplacement and an inherited deep-seated
NNW-SSE-oriented basement zone of weakness
(figs. 3, 5). Evidence for SE-NW extension has been
found in a 158-Ma granite from the WMMS (figs.
1, 5; Hardcastle and Albaugh 1990), suggesting that
the extensional regime was active until Late Juras-
sic time.

Correlation with Jurassic Basins, Dikes, and Regional
Faults. Regional correlations between calculated
paleostress axes and the youngest structures of the
northern Appalachians provide a basis of compar-
ison for our results. Considered with caution, the
orientation and distribution of Late Triassic–Early
Jurassic rift basins and dikes give an approxima-
tion of the mean direction of extension that pre-
vailed during that time. The comparison between
stress tensors determined in this article and other
stress studies in the northern Appalachians is con-
sistent with the interpretation that the E-W and
ESE-WNW extensions found in the Quebec Ap-
palachians are an intraplate and far-field manifes-
tation of opening of the North Atlantic Ocean.

Triassic-Jurassic rift basins are distributed along
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the eastern edge of the Appalachian Belt along a
NE-SW orientation with one right-stepping off-
set (fig. 1). Most of these rift basins represent half-
grabens that are bounded by listric normal faults
and were formed where the extension direction was
at a high angle to preexisting structures (Man-
speizer et al. 1989; Withjack et al. 1998). Preexisting
faults that were oblique to the extension direction
show a significant component of strike-slip motion
(Schlische 1993, 2003). A dominant ESE-WNW ex-
tension is commonly inferred for the formation of
these basins (McMaster et al. 1980; Manspeizer and
Cousminer 1988). In Quebec, high-resolution ma-
rine seismic reflection data acquired in the St.
Lawrence River (NE of Saguenay River) suggest that
the St. Lawrence rift system, with 1700 m of base-
ment topographic relief, varies from a half-graben
to a graben structure from SW to NE (Tremblay et
al. 2003). On land, the St-Laurent Fault, which is
part of this rift system, shows an apparent normal
displacement with an estimated vertical throw of
ca. 2 km (fig. 3; Rondot 1989). Structural analysis
(Lemieux et al. 2003) and isotopic characterization
(C, O, Sr, and Pb; Carignan et al. 1997) of this major
crustal fault suggest that rift structures are younger
than the Devonian Charlevoix impact cratering
event (Rondot 1968). In southern Quebec, N-S- to
NE-SW-oriented normal faults (figs. 1, 5) have been
mapped in the St. Lawrence Lowlands by Clark
(1972) and in the Humber Zone by Charbonneau
(1980) and Colpron (1990) and were assigned to a
post-Taconian deformation event. These faults are
up to 10 km long, and their apparent vertical dis-
placements have been estimated to be approxi-
mately 500–800 m. Their orientations and dip are
similar to those of the mesoscopic normal faults
used for paleostress determination in this article.
These regional-scale normal faults connect to the
Champlain Lake and Hudson River valleys fault
systems. South of Lake Champlain, for instance,
the Metawee River fault is a late normal structure
that truncates thrusts of the Taconian orogen (fig.
1; Hayman and Kidd 2002). All of these faults are
located !300 km north of the Jurassic Hartford Ba-
sin and could represent the northward extension of
the Newark and Connecticut Valley rift-related
fault systems (fig. 1). A similar interpretation was
proposed by Hatch (1988) for the Mesozoic reacti-
vation of the Acadian Monroe Line in eastern Ver-
mont and western New Hampshire (fig. 3).

NE-SW-trending, Late Triassic to Early Jurassic
dikes are common along the east coast of New-
foundland, maritime Canada, and New England
(fig. 1; de Boer et al. 1988; Pe-Piper et al. 1992; Dunn
et al. 1998; Pe-Piper and Reynolds 2000). They are

longer and wider than the ones found in Quebec or
central New England and are believed to be parallel
to the rift that separated America from Africa and
led to the opening of the North Atlantic Ocean
(McHone 1988).

Other Paleostress Tensor Analyses. In the St.
Lawrence Lowlands (Montreal and Quebec areas),
reconstructed paleostress axes using the inversion
of fault slip data and microstructural study of cal-
cite mechanical twinning indicate a NW-SE ex-
tension with a major collapse event during the
Mesozoic (fig. 3; Rocher and Tremblay 2001;
Rocher et al. 2003). In the U.S. Appalachians,
quantitative studies using striated faults were
used to determine the orientation of paleostress
axes related to the opening of the North Atlantic
Ocean (Wise 1988; Hardcastle 1989; Hardcastle
and Albaugh 1990; de Boer 1992). In central New
England, Hardcastle (1989) and Hardcastle and Al-
baugh (1990) found two sets of normal faults, and
the computed paleostress axes suggest both E-W-
and SE-NW-oriented extension. The paleostress
configurations and related faults are attributed to
thermal doming and/or crustal attenuation asso-
ciated to the opening of the Atlantic Ocean. Sim-
ilar extensional directions have been found in Ju-
rassic rift basins of southern New England (Wise
1988) and Nova Scotia (de Boer 1992). Paleostress
studies from the Hartford and Fundy basins (fig.
1) and the inferred directions of j3 axes point to
ESE-WNW and SE-NW extensions, respectively
(Wise 1988; de Boer 1992). Jutras et al. (2003b) also
note a regular system of NNE-SSW tensile frac-
tures throughout the southern Gaspé Peninsula.
They correlate these structures to the Triassic-
Jurassic extension.

Tectonic Interpretation. Two hypotheses can be
considered in order to explain the widespread E-W-
and SE-NW-oriented extensional paleostress trends
identified in Quebec, New England, and maritime
Canada.

Hypothesis 1: Stress Partitioning during a Single
Phase of Extension. The initial geometry of the
Appalachian Belt partly influenced the direction of
extensional forces. In southern Quebec, the ori-
entation of preexisting N-S structures in the Cham-
plain Lake valley and NE-SW structures of the St.
Lawrence River Rift system may have influenced
the configuration of the younger stress regime.
Many of the striated faults analyzed in this study
display similar orientations to Taconian and Aca-
dian faults, and most calculated j3 axes are nearly
perpendicular to Paleozoic structures (figs. 3, 5).
Consequently, the E-W and SE-NW extensions
could have been contemporaneous, and the distri-
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bution of our computed paleostress tensors may
represent the regional partitioning of a broadly ESE-
WNW-oriented extension that was locally influ-
enced by earlier fault networks. The lack of com-
mon crosscutting striae with normal sense of
movement on brittle faults (except at site 5) may
be an indirect observation in favor of a single and
common broad extensional stress vector.

Hypothesis 2: Two Successive Extensional
Events. Jurassic stress axes were mainly con-
trolled by the relative plate motions between
America and Africa and represent, at least to a first
approximation, true directions of extension. Ac-
cording to Klitgord and Schouten (1986), Klitgord
et al. (1988), and Beck and Housen (2003), the rifting
related to the opening of the Atlantic Ocean oc-
curred in two phases. Early rifting (Late Triassic) is
characterized by E-W-directed plate motion and by
the formation of major rift basins in the Bay of
Fundy and South Georgia, with which the coastal
New England plutonic suite is believed to be syn-
chronous (fig. 5; McHone and Butler 1984; Man-
speizer et al. 1989). During subsequent rifting (Early
Jurassic), the crustal extension axis rotated to an
ESE-WNW direction due to the fact that the central
Atlantic rift system became linked to the Ligurian
Tethys rift (Klitgord et al. 1988). In southern Que-
bec, the E-W and NW-SE paleostress axes can be
interpreted as representing these two phases of
extension.

These two hypotheses are, however, comple-
mentary. As proposed by several authors (Le Pichon
et al. 1977; Swanson 1986; Manspeizer and Cous-
miner 1988; McHone and Shake 1992; Schlische
2003), regional irregularities of the Paleozoic mar-
gin of North America (promontories and reentrants)
probably correspond to major zones of weakness
that shaped the Triassic-Jurassic continental frag-
mentation. Late Precambrian normal faults, as well
as Taconian, Acadian, and Alleghanian fault zones
of the Quebec Appalachians, thus formed potential
failure zones that could have been selectively and
preferentially reactivated during the opening of the
Atlantic Ocean (Kumarapeli 1985; Hasegawa 1986).
Such planes of weakness certainly played a signif-
icant role in determining the magnitude and style
of the subsequent crustal extension.

We suggest that the regional normal faults in
southern Quebec (shown on figs. 3, 5) represent the
northward continuation of faults bounding the Ju-
rassic Hartford Basin in Massachusetts and Con-
necticut. Brittle deformation in the northwestern
part of the Atlantic rift system (Quebec Appala-
chians) was mostly localized in the upper part of
the crust, where small faults individually account

for little extension, although cumulative extension
may be appreciable, considering the abundance of
the faults. The magmatic activity as well as the
rate of subsidence related to this event in the study
area can be considered negligible. Jurassic dikes lo-
cated in the westernmost part of the North Atlantic
rift system (Anticosti and southern Ontario dikes)
represent fairly small intrusive volumes. Their
trends are scattered, and their orientations are me-
chanically inconsistent with the regional mini-
mum stress field reconstructed here. These dikes
occur far into the continental interior, and their
emplacement was probably mostly controlled by
local planes of weakness. The absence of rift basins
in central New England and Quebec probably
points to a higher topographic elevation induced
by thermal arching of the WMMS plutons in Early
Jurassic time. Preliminary results of the apatite
fission-track dating of Grenvillian basement rocks
near Quebec city argue in favor of active tectonism
and anomalous heat flow in Late Jurassic to Early
Cretaceous times (Glasmacher et al. 1998, 2002).

In contrast, the southeastern part of the North
Atlantic rift system experienced a higher rate of
extension and subsidence. Faults were rooted in the
lower part of the crust, and magmatic activity and
rift basin formation were predominant (Manspeizer
et al. 1989). Most associated dikes represent large
volumes of magma. They are rectilinear, consistent
in trend, and were emplaced along deep-seated
crustal structures. Their geometry is believed to
reflect that of the regional extensional stress field.

Conclusion

In the Quebec Appalachians and St. Lawrence Low-
lands, Mesozoic tectonism related to the formation
of the North Atlantic Ocean was previously in-
ferred from magmatic, thermal, and isotopic stud-
ies. The brittle faults and related paleostress re-
construction presented herein are the first
structural evidence in favor of a widespread and
extended Jurassic extension as far as 400 km into
the interior of the northeastern North American
plate. The E-W and SE-NW extensional tectonics
are documented by brittle normal faults that are
interpreted to have resulted from a rift-related
stress regime associated with the separation of
North America and Africa during an early stage of
the Late Triassic–Jurassic fragmentation of Pangea.
The paleostress field configuration is believed to
reflect the direction of divergent plate motion, al-
though it is recognized that preexisting Late Pro-
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terozoic normal faults and Taconian, Acadian, and
Alleghanian structures played a significant role.
These brittle faults are interpreted as kinematically
linked to regional faults bounding Mesozoic rift ba-
sins in Massachusetts and Connecticut and are con-
sidered to be synchronous with the emplacement
of Early and Middle Jurassic dolerite dikes in south-
ern Quebec and New England. The absence of rift
basins in central New England and Quebec suggests
that these regions were characterized by a high to-
pographic elevation induced by a regional thermal
event related to the WMMS in Early Jurassic time.
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